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Combining 
Active Learning 
Exercises
Hello!
Blake Spitz
Archivist at SCUA, UMass 
Amherst bspitz@umass.edu
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Active 
learning 
Instructional approach in which  
students engage in the learning process. 
DO and THINK, not just LISTEN
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1.
Active Learning 
Combos
Tied to library instruction
learning outcomes
5Within thematic groups 
Within source type groups 
Appropriate for project
Common Learning Outcomes 
Identification & Sorting
Analysis & Creation 
Interpret & use sources 
Understand gaps & silences 
Create a paper or product
6Active Learning Exercises 
Identification & Sorting
Speed -dating 
Unfolding questions 
Jigsaw
Analysis & Creation
Exhibit or bibliography 
curation
Affinity grouping 
Analytic teams
And, so many more!
2.
Case study
History class visiting SCUA
8Identification & Sorting 
See sources on topic
Identify & distinguish 
diverse primary sources
CHC323 Learning Outcomes
Analysis & Creation
Interpret & use primary 
sources 
Understand gaps & silences 
in documentary record
9Active Learning Exercises 
Identification & Sorting
Speed -dating Analysis & Creation
Exhibit curation
10
Thanks!
Thanks for open access resources:
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✗ Photographs from UMass Credo
For more:
✗ Barkley, E. F., Cross, K. P., & Major, C. H.
(2005). Collaborative Learning Techniques: A 
Handbook for College Faculty. .San Francisco, 
CA: Jossey -Bass.  
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✗ bspitz@umass.edu
